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CREDENTIALS

CREDENTIALS

Headquartered in Quebec, Sid Lee is a multidisciplinary global 
creative agency of brand builders recognized for designing  
culture-driven communications and experiences. We are the first 
to investigate belonging in communities as the most effective 
way to activate brand participation. 

The Angus Reid Group is the most trusted source for market  
research in Canada. With 50 years of experience, an innovative 
and well-respected online and opinion community of hundreds  
of thousands (the Angus Reid Forum) and industry-leading  
expertise, they’re answering the questions that matter.

Together, we surveyed 8,000 Gen Zs and millennials  
(aged 18 to 38) in Europe and North America, including 1,000  
in Quebec. We spoke to them in two phases, between April 30 
and May 21, 2021, and between May 6 and May 26, 2022.
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Sid Lee might be a global creative agency of hundreds of brand builders, but our roots 
— not to mention our headquarters — are in Quebec. It’s a province with its own distinct 
culture, consumption habits, and language. Marketers know to approach it differently 
than the rest of Canada. From an academic perspective, Quebec represents a unique 
opportunity to look at a community with strong ethnocultural representation and a 
shared language. We wanted to take a closer look.

In Quebec, community  
is your competitive edge.

INTRODUCTION
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We believe there’s huge value in community,  
and — particularly in Quebec — brands of all sizes  
can leverage this untapped resource to create  
a sense of belonging. And belonging has a serious 
impact on loyalty, advocacy and purchase intent.

So, while we were conducting our second global survey on belonging, we zoomed in 
on this distinct society. We were curious to understand how communities form and see 
what types score strongest on belonging to uncover opportunities for brands that  
conduct business in Quebec.

INTRODUCTION

For a detailed analysis of our global findings, download  
The Belong Effect 2022 Report : From brand-owned to member- 
owned, the business case for community participation.
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PARTICIPATION

BELONGING

ADVOCACY

PURCHASE 
INTENT
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IDENTITY, SOCIAL CAPITAL,  
ONENESS AND  

MOBILIZATION DEFINE  
A COMMUNITY'S POWER.

IDENTITY

ONENESS MOBILIZATION

SOCIAL CAPITAL

Over the last three years, we’ve developed a framework to understand and analyze 
community through the academic fields of social sciences, psychology, mathematics 
and economics. Through this interdisciplinary lens, we identified four pillars foundational 
to a strong sense of community belonging. 
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THE FOUR PILLARS OF COMMUNITY

THE FOUR PILLARS OF COMMUNITY

IDENTITY SOCIAL CAPITAL ONENESS MOBILIZATION

An individual’s emotional  
connection to a group

The extent to which the  
community can be seen as a 
cohesive whole rather than 
composed of  
disparate members

The ability and degree 
to which members of a  
community will rally  
together to take action

The collective value the  
community places on each 
member’s influence

DEFINITION

The higher individual community members  
score on each of these pillars, the stronger  
the overall community.
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These are  
communities that are  
built and maintained  
by brands.

These are  
communities that form  
organically around  
family, values, lifestyle,  
interests or work.

BRAND- 
OWNED

MEMBER- 
OWNED

Brands engage with communities in two ways :

In 2022, we found out that when brands participate intentionally with member-owned 
communities, they can harness the power of belonging to boost awareness and drive 
growth.

To learn more about the four pillars of community  
and how brands engage with communities, download  
The Belong Effect 2021 Inaugural Report.

THE FOUR PILLARS OF COMMUNITY

SOURCE : NIKE.COM SOURCE : FACEBOOK.COM/YAMAJORUNCREW
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Building on the success of our 2021 report,  
and with the support of the Angus Reid Group,  
we surveyed 8,000 Gen Z and millennials in the  
US, Canada, the UK and France.

Gen Z (18-24) 
Younger millennials (25-29) 
Older millennials (30-38)

The representative 
sample was  
balanced by  
gender, region and 
age group within 
each market :

METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY

Understand what actions brands need to take to 
connect with communities (creating a playbook for 
brands).

Determine whether brands have communities  
(brand-owned communities), and if so, what is the 
strength of those communities (relative to member- 
owned communities linked to brands). This  
evaluation was based on a pre-set list of 15 brands  
in each market and up to two celebrities or social  
media influencers that respondents like/follow.  
The evaluation used the same community criteria  
(belonging, identity, social capital, oneness,  
mobilization) as for the brands linked to member- 
owned communities.

The objectives  
of the 2022 study 
were as follows :

To gain more robust insights into the Quebec  
market in 2022, we recruited n=500 additional  
respondents in that province for a total sample  
of n=1000 in Quebec. Interviews were conducted in 
English and French.
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WHAT WE 
LEARNED 
ABOUT  
QUEBEC IN 
2022

SECTION
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Participation in member-owned communities drives  
belonging, which, in turn, drives purchase intent.
In 2022, we conducted our second global investigation into how brands can harness  
the power of community to create a sense of belonging. 

 We learned that :

Brand participation in member-owned communities is 2X as effec-
tive at driving belonging compared to brand-owned communities

In Quebec, only one in three member-owned communities have 
a brand linked to them — the lowest penetration of all regions 
surveyed (globally, two in five member-owned communities have 
a brand that is linked to them).

Nine out of 10 community members would purchase from brands 
that participate and foster belonging in their community

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To go deep on this year’s general findings and methodology, 
download The Belong Effect 2022 Global Report.
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BRAND PARTICIPATION  
IN A COMMUNITY  

LEVERAGES MEMBERS' 
SENSE OF BELONGING

WHICH IN RETURN 
BOOSTS  

LOYALTY, ADVOCACY AND  
PURCHASE INTENT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In Quebec, there are unique opportunities  
for brands of all sizes to engage with communities.
 Three key findings emerged from the Quebec market :

Brand penetration of member-owned communities is lower in Quebec than in all other 
regions surveyed, meaning the door is wide open for your brand to find its community 
and leverage its power. If brands that do business here can leverage these untapped 
resources, they can build a clear and cost-effective path to belonging.

Brand size does not equal brand success in community, with 
Quebec brands Peppermint Cycling and Ciele Athletics scoring 
higher than the global brands included in our survey in their ability 
to bring their communities together or get them to mobilize

Roughly four out of five Quebec millennials and Gen Zs feel a 
strong sense of belonging to their work communities

Celebrity, influencer and sports team communities outperform all 
brand-owned communities at belonging
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Brand size  
doesn’t matter.  
Brand participation  
in member-owned 
communities does.

INSIGHTS

INSIGHTS

 In Quebec, local brands like Peppermint Cycling and Ciele Athletics score higher  
 on community mobilization than the global brands included in our survey, including  
 Apple, TikTok, Netflix and Nike.

 In Quebec, only one in three communities have a brand that is linked to them,  
 meaning the field is wide open for brands of all sizes to find their communities and  
 tap into their potential. And with nine out of 10 community members saying they  
 would purchase from brands that participate meaningfully in their communities,  
 the potential for brand growth is huge.
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IN NUMBERS

EXTENT COMMUNITY WORKS TOGETHER 
TO DO THINGS OR TAKE ACTION

Peppermint Cycling

Ciele Athletics

Apple

TikTok

Netflix

Nike

58 %

36 %

23 %

33 %

26 %

17 %

IN NUMBERS

WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN AN INITIATIVE LAUNCHED BY  
A BRAND THAT’S ACTIVE IN MEMBER-OWNED COMMUNITIES

Peppermint Cycling

Ciele Athletics

Apple

TikTok

Netflix

Nike

69 %

62 %

38 %

39 %

41 %

27 %
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There is a huge opportunity for local brands  
to engage with the member-owned communities  
at their doorsteps. Through continuous, authentic  
participation in these micro-communities, brands,  
no matter their size, can cultivate a sense  
of belonging — driving loyalty, advocacy and  
purchase intent.

Every year, we use the 40-point Belong QuotientTM  
to measure how well brands engage with communities.  
Check out the top brands at belongeffect.sidlee.com
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Roughly four out of five  
find a strong sense  
of belonging at work.

INSIGHTS

INSIGHTS

Of all regions surveyed, Quebec millennials and Gen Zs are more likely to feel a strong 
sense of belonging to their work communities, including communities of people who 
work together (82 %) and share an interest in the same field (78 %).

Within work communities, it’s all about having a voice and getting things done :

 80 % say they have a voice and feel heard

 77 % say they have an influence over brands linked to their work communities 

 83 % say their communities work together to do things or take action 

Employer brand is an imperative in Quebec. People find a sense of belonging through 
their workplace experiences.
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Celebrities, sports 
teams, and influencers 
outperform on  
belonging, which drives 
purchase intent.

Celebrities, sports teams and influencers outperform all specific brands surveyed on 
informing identity, creating a sense of unity and willingness to participate in a brand 
initiative. These non-specific brands are the only category of brand-owned communities 
that are on equal footing with member-owned communities.

INSIGHTS
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INSIGHTS

IN NUMBERS

EXTENT BRAND INFORMS IDENTITY

Your favorite celebrity

Your favorite pro sports team

Your favorite influencer

Peppermint Cycling

Ciele Athletics

Apple 

Occupation Double

TikTok

73 %

70 %

61 %

33 %

26 %

32 %

17 %

34 %
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IN NUMBERS

SENSE OF UNITY WITH OTHERS CONNECTED TO BRANDS

Your favorite celebrity

Your favorite pro sports team

Your favorite influencer

Peppermint Cycling

Ciele Athletics

Apple 

Occupation Double

TikTok

73 %

82 %

63 %

50 %

56 %

46 %

38 %

42 %
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IN NUMBERS

WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN BRAND INITIATIVES

Your favorite celebrity

Your favorite pro sports team

Your favorite influencer

Peppermint Cycling

Ciele Athletics

Apple 

Occupation Double

TikTok

84 %

78 %

75 %

69 %

62 %

39 %

38 %

39 %
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INSIGHTS

INSIGHTS

In 2022, millennials and Gen Zs aren’t likely to identify with an influencer simply  
because of their style or a product they’re promoting. What really matters to them is 
forming communities with people with whom they share something fundamental :

 Life path or stage

 Hobbies and interests

 Language/dialect

 Favorite brands

The role of a  
spokesperson has 
evolved.

Influencers who reflect the identity of community members can create a high 
sense of belonging. So while you can hire an influencer to promote your brand, 
it’s more effective to focus on the communities the influencer influences. 
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WHAT 
IT MEANS FOR 
YOUR BRAND

SECTION
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There is a huge  
opportunity for brands 
in Quebec to use  
community to drive  
belonging and, in turn, 
purchase intent.

Of all the regions we surveyed, Quebec communities 
have the lowest penetration by brands. The space is 
not crowded, and strategies that bolster participation 
in member-owned communities will deliver results.

We can help you 
build a brand 
playbook that will 
create a clear  
path to purchase 
intent by fostering 
belonging.

BRAND PLAYBOOK

A CLEAR PATH TO PURCHASE INTENT
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BRAND PLAYBOOK

BRAND PLAYBOOK

Tap into micro-communities.
 If you want to create a stronger sense of belonging, start showing up in the  
 (many!) niche communities that are already out there. And by showing up, we  
 mean participating in a meaningful, sustained way.

Especially your brand’s work community. 
 Work communities are strong in Quebec. Companies who invest in community will  
 bolster their employer brand and see that effort reflected by employees who mobilize  
 on behalf of their work community. 

Give a platform to influencers who represent  
and reflect your target communities.
 Millennials and Gen Zs connect to celebrities and influencers who reflect their  
 identity in some way, be it life stage, shared interest, or a common language.  
 By elevating an influencer’s platform, you’re strengthening and amplifying that  
 influencer’s community, stimulating the power of network effects.

For even more insight into how to tap into the power of  
community, check out the brand playbook in The Belong Effect 
2022 Global Report.

With the lowest penetration of member-owned communities of any region  
surveyed, Quebec communities are an untapped resource for brands. Find them, 
engage with them, and build them up.
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HOW WE CAN HELP

HOW WE CAN HELP

   Leverage the power of community
 At Sid Lee, we’re developing a suite of bespoke services that help  
 brands find and strengthen communities, foster belonging and  
 deliver better ROI on marketing spend for your brand.

WE  
CAN 
HELP  
YOU
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Feedback from the  
marketing community is what 
inspired this report,  
so we want your thoughts  
on this year’s findings.

belongeffect.sidlee.com/connect

linkedin.com/showcase/belongeffect
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